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Welcome to our Autumn/Winter Catalogue 2018

What's New
This season, we're helping to soothe childhood nightmares with two beautiful 
bedtime stories from Sanne Dufft (p.11) and Daniela Drescher (p.15). And if 
you were a fan of Disney Pixar's Up, you'll love our feature title, The House of 
Lost and Found (p.5).

New books for parents include Why Don't Children Sit Still? (p.25), a fascinating 
discussion of the role of movement in child development, and Through the 
Rainbow (p.29), a beautifully illustrated retelling of the Waldorf birthday story.

We are also delighted to share the latest insightful book from Bastiaan Baan 
(p.47) and an intriguing exploration of The Twelve Holy Nights (p.46), as well 
as a practical guide to harnessing our bodies' self-healing potential (p.39).

Kelpies Catalogue
We produce a separate Kelpies catalogue to showcase our ever-expanding range 
of Scottish books for children and young people everywhere. 

Ordering
If you have any questions about our books, email floris@florisbooks.co.uk 
or call 0131 337 2372. If you would like to place an order, please contact 
our distributor BookSource (contact details opposite) or visit our website at  
www.florisbooks.co.uk 

Best wishes,

Katy Lockwood-Holmes, Christian Maclean and the Floris team
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From Swedish  |  Age 4-7  |  278 x 216 mm  |  colour illus.  |  40pp  |  978-178250-542-6  |  hardback with dustjacket  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018
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From Swedish  |  Age 4-7  |  278 x 216 mm  |  colour illus.  |  40pp  |  978-178250-542-6  |  hardback with dustjacket  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018

Martin Widmark is the bestselling Swedish 
children’s author of over 100 books. Martin uses 
his experiences as a Swedish-language teacher 
for immigrants to promote reading and literacy 
for young people.

Emilia Dziubak is an award-winning illustrator 
based in Poland.

The House of  
Lost and Found

STORY BY MARTIN WIDMARK
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EMILIA DZIUBAK

•  A moving, feel-good story about overcoming loss and finding hope from 
a bestselling Swedish children’s author

•  Atmospheric illustrations, reminiscent of Disney Pixar's blockbuster 
Up, from an award-winning illustrator

•  Lonely Niles is entrusted with his neighbour’s plant pot – as he cares 
for the growing plant, he starts to care for himself again and finds 
hope and friendship

Niles lives all alone in a big dirty house filled with dust and memories of 
the people who used to live there. 

Then one day, a boy appears on his doorstep, asking Niles to take care of 
a plant. Astonished, Niles takes the pot of earth and wonders what to do 
with it.

As a seedling appears, Niles realises how empty and lonely his house is. He 
begins to care for the plant, his house and himself. By the time the boy 
returns, the flower has bloomed into a beautiful poppy, and Niles, and his 
house, are filled with hope again.

5

A moving and uplifting story of loss and hope 
with stunning, atmospheric illustrations

Feature Title
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From German  |  Age 1-4  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12pp  |  978-178250-523-5  |  board book  |  £6.99  |  20 September 2018
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From German  |  Age 1-4  |  180 x 153 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  12pp  |  978-178250-523-5  |  board book  |  £6.99  |  20 September 2018

Sibylle von Olfers’ (1881–1916) blend of 
natural observation and simple design has led 
to comparisons with Kate Greenaway and Elsa 
Beskow. Her other books include Princess in the 
Forest, The Story of the Snow Children, The Story 
of the Wind Children, The Story of the Butterfly 
Children, The Story of the Root Children and The 
Story of the Rabbit Children.

My First  
Snow Children

SIBYLLE VON OLFERS

•  A magical story of sparkling snowflakes and dancing snowmen  
– now abridged for very young children

•  Over 30,000 copies of the original The Story of the Snow Childen 
have been sold in English

•  Charming art-nouveau artwork from much-loved German illustrator 
Sibylle von Olfers

Poppy is watching the snow fall outside her window when she realises 
that the snowflakes are really snow children, dancing and whirling in the 
garden. The snow children whisk Poppy away to the Snow Queen’s wintry 
kingdom, where the Princess is having a party!

7

A new board book edition of the classic  
winter tale adapted for young children

Board Books

Also by Sibylle von Olfers

Mini 
edition also 

available
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Peter in Blueberry Land box set

978-178250-381-1  |  £25.00

Children of the Forest box set

978-178250-380-4  |  £25.00

Gift Collections
Two charming gift collections from one of 
Scandinavia's most famous illustrators. Each 
box set contains an exclusive mini edition of a 
Beskow title, not available anywhere else.

More Elsa Beskow gifts

Includes 
exclusive 

mini books

Peter in Blueberry Land
Around the Year
Ollie's Ski Trip
Sun Egg
Emily and Daisy (exclusive)

Children of the Forest
The Flowers' Festival
Pelle's New Suit
Woody, Hazel and Little Pip 
Princess Sylvie (exclusive)
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Elsa Beskow

Elsa Beskow
Calendar 2019

ELSA BESKOW

•  Nostalgic seasonal illustrations from the Beatrix Potter of Sweden
•  Comes shrink-wrapped with a cardboard strengthener
•  Includes illustrations from Ollie's Ski Trip, Thumbelina, Peter and 

Lotta's Christmas, Pelle's New Suit, The Flowers' Festival, Uncle Blue's 
New Boat, Peter in Blueberry Land, Sun Egg, Christopher's Garden, 
Around the Year, Woody, Hazel and Little Pip, and Children of the 
Forest (all published in English by Floris Books).

This month-to-view calendar is beautifully illustrated with seasonal 
artwork from Elsa Beskow's books. The main UK, US and Swedish public 
holidays are marked, and space is included for writing in appointments.

A spacious month-to-view calendar 
featuring Elsa Beskow's seasonal artwork

305 x 305 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24pp  |  978-178250-494-8  |  wall calendar  |  £9.99 inc. VAT |  17 May 2018

Celebrate the seasons with Elsa Beskow

Elsa Beskow (1874–1953) is the most popular 
children’s illustrator in Sweden, where her 
picture books have been known and loved for 
over a century.
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From German  |  Age 3-6  |  266 x 237 mm  |  col illus.  |  32pp  |  978-178250-522-8  |  paperback w/ french flaps  |  £7.99  |  20 September 2018  |  NNA

‘A comforting, enabling, picture-
perfect bedtime read.'
— KIRKUS REVIEWS

‘A beautiful book with wonderful 
illustrations.'
— BOOKTIME

‘A story with universal appeal, for 
children with night fears.'
— BOOKLIST
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Sanne Dufft is a children’s book illustrator 
and former art therapist. She lives in Germany 
with her family. Sanne is the illustrator of The 
Shepherd Boy and the Christmas Gifts and Bear 
Child (Floris Books).

Magnus and the 
Night Lion

SANNE DUFFT

•  A highly acclaimed picture book, widely praised for its captivating 
illustrations and reassuring story about overcoming fears 

•  Dreamy illustrations by much-loved German illustrator Sanne Dufft 
capture how powerful and vivid children’s imaginations can be

•  This poignant, heart-warming tale is the perfect antidote to 
childhood nightmares and troubled sleep

Magnus loves pretending to be a brave knight. But when he’s asleep, 
Magnus has nightmares of the Shadowman coming to steal his knight's 
hat and sword. Then Grandma gives him a toy lion. Can Magnus and his 
Night Lion chase away his nightmares together?

From German  |  Age 3-6  |  266 x 237 mm  |  col illus.  |  32pp  |  978-178250-522-8  |  paperback w/ french flaps  |  £7.99  |  20 September 2018  |  NNA 11

A perfect bedtime story, created by  
acclaimed German illustrator Sanne Dufft

Picture Books

Also illustrated 
by Sanne Dufft

With  fold-out pages
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From Swedish  |  Age 4-7  |  255 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-526-6  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018  |  NNA
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From Swedish  |  Age 4-7  |  255 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  32pp  |  978-178250-526-6  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018  |  NNA

Astrid Lindgren (1907-2002) was born on a 
homestead in Småland, Sweden. She has sold 
over 145 million books worldwide, and is best 
known for Pippi Longstocking, Karlsson on the 
Roof, and The Tomten.

Eva Eriksson is one of Europe's best-loved 
children's illustrators. In 2001, she received the 
Astrid Lindgren Prize. She lives and works in 
Dwell, near Stockholm.

The Tomten and the Fox
STORY BY ASTRID LINDGREN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EVA ERIKSSON

•  New edition of the much-loved story by Pippi Longstocking creator 
Astrid Lindgren with warm, characterful illustrations by prize-winner 
Eva Eriksson

•  A beautiful winter book full of festive warmth and snowy,  
moonlit scenes  

•  Rediscover the classic tale of a mischievous fox, a wise, kindly 
tomten and their unlikely friendship

It’s a cold winter’s night and a hungry fox is creeping through the snow. 
He sees a hen house full of tasty chickens to eat — but he’s forgotten 
about the old tomten who guards the farm...

Award-winning illustrator Eva Eriksson breathes 
new life into Astrid Lindgren's classic tale

13

Picture Books

Tomten fans will also love 
these beautiful books
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From German  |  Age 3-6  |  230 x 202 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  26pp  |  978-178250-525-9  |  hardback  |  £9.99  |  20 September 2018
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From German  |  Age 3-6  |  230 x 202 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  26pp  |  978-178250-525-9  |  hardback  |  £9.99  |  20 September 2018

Daniela Drescher was born in Munich and trained 
in art therapy. She is the author and illustrator 
of more than twenty books for children, now 
available in several languages. Her best known 
books include In the Land of Fairies, What’s 
Hiding in There?, the Little Fairy stories and the 
Pippa and Pelle board books (all Floris Books).

Goodnight Sandman
DANIELA DRESCHER

•  The classic story of the Sandman is reimagined by bestselling children’s 
illustrator Daniela Drescher

•  A perfect bedtime story for encouraging sweet dreams and 
banishing nightmares, Goodnight Sandman paints a dreamy world 
of stars, moons and sleepy dust

•  Daniela Drescher is the creator of Pippa and Pelle and the Little 
Fairy stories and has sold over 250,000 books in her native Germany

Every evening, when the sun sets and everyone else is going to bed, Jacob 
the Sandman must collect the magic dream sand so that the children of 
the world can dream happy dreams. 

One night, atop the pile of dream sand is a scary Night Monster, snoring 
his terrible snore. Fortunately, the Night Monster turns out to be not so 
scary after all.

15

Picture Books

A beautiful bedtime story for banishing  
bad dreams from a bestselling author

More from Daniela Drescher
NEW!

See p.21
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From German  |  Age 3-6  |  293 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  28pp  |  978-178250-543-3  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018
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From German  |  Age 3-6  |  293 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  28pp  |  978-178250-543-3  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018

Dorothea Lachner is the writer of many books 
and radio programmes for children in Germany 
and Austria.

Maja Dusíková was born in Slovakia in 1946. 
She has illustrated over forty books for children. 
She lives with her family in Florence, Italy. She is 
the illustrator of The Princess and the Pea and 
Rapunzel (Floris Books).

Santa Claus and the 
Christmas Surprise

STORY BY DOROTHEA LACHNER
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MAJA DUSÍKOVÁ

•  A warm-hearted traditional Christmas story
•  Beautiful soft watercolours by illustrator Maja Dusíková depict a 

picture-postcard village in the snow
•  Shares a positive message about communities coming together to 

remember what’s really important

Christmas is coming but Anna and Michael’s village is cut off by deep 
snow. They’re worried that Santa Claus won’t reach them, so they send 
him a special wish. Santa Claus hears their wish and brings the village a 
surprise. Can the neighbours work together to reach their Christmas gift?

A refreshingly different Christmas story  
about the importance of community spirit

17

Picture Books

Also illustrated by 
Maja Dusíková
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From Dutch  |  Age 3-6  |  254 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24pp  |  978-178250-524-2  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018
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From Dutch  |  Age 3-6  |  254 x 210 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  24pp  |  978-178250-524-2  |  hardback  |  £10.99  |  20 September 2018

The Brothers Grimm, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, 
were German professors whose collections of 
folk tales and fairy tales have been loved for 
generations.

Loek Koopmans is the author and illustrator of 
children’s books Any Room For Me?, The Pancake 
That Ran Away, The Little Christmas Tree and 
Three Wise Men (all Floris Books).

The Magical Wishing Fish
The Classic Grimm’s Tale of the Fisherman and His Wife

STORY BY JACOB AND WILHELM GRIMM
ILLUSTRATIONS BY LOEK KOOPMANS

•  The classic Grimm's tale is reimagined for a new generation of readers
•  Loek Koopmans’ soft and engaging illustration style brings warmth 

and humour to this enduring fable 

One day a poor fisherman catches a fish that says he’s an enchanted 
prince and begs to be set free. But when the fisherman tells his wife the 
story, she demands that the fish grants a wish in return.

This classic Brothers Grimm tale of being careful what you wish 
for is beautifully brought to life with soft, detailed illustrations by  
Loek Koopmans.

A warm and humourous retelling of the  
classic tale of being careful what you wish for

19

Picture Books

Also illustrated by Loek Koopmans
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From German  |  Age 6-10  |  225 x 180 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  120pp  |  978-178250-521-1  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  20 September 2018
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From German  |  Age 6-10  |  225 x 180 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  120pp  |  978-178250-521-1  |  hardback  |  £12.99  |  20 September 2018

Daniela Drescher was born in Munich and trained 
in art therapy. She is the author and illustrator 
of more than twenty books for children, which 
are now available in several languages. Her best 
known books include In the Land of Fairies, 
What’s Hiding in There?, the Little Fairy stories 
and the Pippa and Pelle stories (all Floris Books).

The Garden Adventures 
of Griswald the Gnome

DANIELA DRESCHER

•  A charming, seasonal story book from much-loved German  
illustrator Daniela Drescher, creator of In the Land of Fairies and the 
Little Fairy series

•  Perfect for bedtime reading, each easy-to-read chapter tells a 
different one of Griswald’s adventures 

•  Filled with beautiful illustrations of lively gnomes and sprites, 
colourful plants and flowers, and characterful animals and birds

Griswald is a little gnome who lives in the rain gutter. Then one day 
a storm washes him down the drainpipe and into an old rain barrel.  
At first, Griswald is unsure about his new home, but soon he meets all 
the animals, birds and plants that live in the garden and has wonderful 
adventures with his new friends.

An adorable gnome discovers a new world in 
this beautifully illustrated chapter book

21

Story Books

More from Daniela Drescher NEW!
See p.15
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Daniela-Drescher/Pippa+and+Pelle+in+the+Winter+Snow/9781782502203
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Daniela-Drescher/Pippa+and+Pelle+in+the+Spring+Garden/9781782504719
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Daniela-Drescher/Little+Fairy+Can%27t+Sleep/9780863158254


978-086315-824-7

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-294-4

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-327-9

advent calendar  |  £5.99 (inc. VAT)

978-086315-933-6

paperback  |  £9.99

Advent 
calendar

Picture 
book

Story  
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Picture and Story Books for Christmas time

978-086315-717-2

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-132-9

hardback  |  £10.99

978-086315-773-8

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-221-0

hardback  |  £10.99
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Loek-Koopmans/Little+Christmas+Tree/9780863157172
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Daniela-Drescher/Little+Fairy%27s+Christmas/9780863157738
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Robert-Giraud/Snow+Girl/9781782501329
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rita-T%26ouml%3Brnqvist-Verschuur/Tom%27s+Christmas+Fish/9781782502210
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gunhild-Sehlin/Mary%27s+Little+Donkey/9780863159336
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gunhild-Sehlin/Mary%27s+Little+Donkey/9781782502944
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gunhild-Sehlin/Mary%27s+Little+Donkey+Advent+Calendar/9781782503279
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Sven-Nordqvist/Tomtes%27+Christmas+Porridge/9780863158247
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978-17825-043-82

hardback  |  £10.99

978-086315-372-3

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-136-7

hardback  |  £14.99

978-178250-016-2

hardback  |  £10.99

978-178250-118-3

hardback  |  £9.99

978-178250-380-4  |  978-178250-381-1

hardback boxset  |  £25.00 each

978-178250-323-1

hardback  |  £14.99

978-178250-437-5

hardback  |  £10.99
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Nora-Surojegin/Otto+and+the+Secret+Light+of+Christmas/9781782503231
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Hans-Christian-Andersen/Illustrated+Treasury+of+Hans+Christian+Andersen%27s+Fairy+Tales/9781782501183
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Ernst-Kreidolf/Gnomes%27+Winter+Journey/9781782504375
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Elsa-Beskow/Peter+and+Lotta%27s+Christmas/9780863153723
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Inkeri-Karvonen/Little+Tomte%27s+Christmas+Wish/9781782500162
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Aly-Hilberts/Shepherd+Boy+and+the+Christmas+Gifts/9781782504382
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Floris Books publishes a range of books for parents, 
teachers and carers, and we have the widest selection of 
Steiner-Waldorf education books in the UK. 

Read on for a beautifully illustrated retelling of the 
Waldorf birthday story (p.29) and a fully illustrated guide 
to whittling, perfect for inspiring handwork lessons (p.31).

Parents can learn about the importance of movement for 
child development in Why Don't Children Sit Still? (p.25), 
find a new perspective on dealing with autism (p.26), 
and delve into the new and updated Waldorf Guide to 
Children's Health (p.27).

What's New for Parents & Teachers?

Recent highlights

Translated from Dutch: Barbara Mees  |  198 x 130 mm  |  120pp  |  978-178250-514-3  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  19 July 2018

p.29 p.31

978-178250-376-7

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-498-6

paperback  |  £9.99

978-178250-482-5

paperback  |  £8.99

978-178250-496-2

paperback  |  £12.99

p.27
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rotraud-Reinhard/Making+Natural+Felt+Animals/9781782503767
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Julia-E.-Diggins/String%2C+Straight-edge+and+Shadow/9781782504986
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Robin-Cook/Legend+of+Parzival/9781782504962
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Christiane-Kutik/Parenting+with+Values/9781782504825
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Translated from Dutch: Barbara Mees  |  198 x 130 mm  |  120pp  |  978-178250-514-3  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  19 July 2018

Why Don’t Children 
Sit Still?

A Parent’s Guide to Healthy Movement  
and Play in Child Development

EVELIEN VAN DORT

•  Much-needed practical guide for parents who want to know more 
about the importance of movement for their developing child 

•  Answers parents' frequently asked questions about their child’s 
physical development

•  Explains how children develop skills such as spatial awareness, 
balance, rhythm and coordination

Movement is essential in helping children develop not only motor skills 
but also intellectual, emotional and social skills. Children learn through 
‘doing’ and play. But a child’s journey to learn how to control their body 
can cause frustration in parents. How often do parents say, “Why can't 
you just sit still?”

By understanding how children develop sensory motor skills, parents can 
start to address and find reassurance about the issues that concern them.

In this practical and insightful book, Evelien van Dort draws on Rudolf 
Steiner’s theories of child development to outline how children develop 
their movement skills. 

Evelien van Dort is a children’s physiotherapist 
in the Netherlands with over thirty years’ 
experience. She has two children, and has written 
many story books for children. She was knighted 
in 2016 in recognition of her services to literature 
and literacy.

A practical and accessible guide to the 
development of children's movement skills
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Evelien-van-Dort/Why+Don%27t+Children+Sit+Still%3F/9781782505143
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Autism: Meet 
Me Who I Am

An Educational, Sensory and  
Nutritional Approach  
to Childhood Autism

LAKSHMI PRASANNA 
AND MICHAEL KOKINOS

•  Two experienced physicians go 
behind the diagnostic labels to 
discuss a holistic approach to autism

Translated from German: Catherine Creeger  |  234 x 156 mm  |  248pp  |  978-178250-529-7  |  paperback  |  £12.99  |  18 October 2018

•  Challenges family members and professional caregivers to work 
together in dynamic, therapeutic communities

•  An approach which encompasses not only medical, but also 
social, pedagogical and environmental considerations

Dr Lakshmi Prasanna is a paediatrician with a specialty in neonatology 
and a special interest in autism. She runs a curative center for special 
needs children in Hyderabad, South India.

Michael Kokinos is a physiotherapist based in Australia, specialising 
in craniosacral work. 

216 x 140 mm  |  132pp  |  978-158420-936-2  |  paperback
£12.99  |  NXX  |  Lindisfarne Books  |  03 August 2018

978-178250-372-9

paperback  |  £7.99

978-178250-055-1

paperback  |  £14.99

Parenting Bestsellers 

978-178250-443-6

paperback  |  £7.99

978-178250-482-5

paperback  |  £8.99
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Christiane-Kutik/Parenting+with+Values/9781782504825
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Lois-Eijgenraam/Helping+Children+Form+Healthy+Attachments/9781782503729
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Edmond-Schoorel/Warmth/9781782504436
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Lou-Harvey-Zahra/Happy+Child%2C+Happy+Home/9781782500551
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Lakshmi-Prasanna/Autism%3A+Meet+Me+Who+I+Am/9781584209362
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Lakshmi-Prasanna/Autism%3A+Meet+Me+Who+I+Am/9781584209362
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27Translated from German: Catherine Creeger  |  234 x 156 mm  |  248pp  |  978-178250-529-7  |  paperback  |  £12.99  |  18 October 2018

A Waldorf Guide to 
Children’s Health

Illnesses, Symptoms, Treatments and Therapies

DR MICHAELA GLÖCKLER,  
DR WOLFGANG GOEBEL  
AND DR KARIN MICHAEL

•  An essential reference guide which empowers parents to consider their 
children’s health holistically

•  Combines up-to-date conventional medical information with 
alternative approaches to advise on all aspects of children’s health

Based on the bestselling A Guide To Child Health, this fully revised and 
updated guide includes current medical advice alongside tried-and-
tested tips. It encourages parents to look beyond the surface symptoms 
and better understand their child as a whole, in body, soul and spirit. 

Dr Michaela Glöckler is an anthroposophical 
paediatrician and former head of the Medical 
Section at the Goetheanum in Switzerland.

Dr Wolfgang Goebel was leading physician at 
the paediatric department at the community 
hospital in Herdecke. 

Dr Karin Michael is an anthroposophical 
paediatrician and Head Paediatrician at Herdecke 
Community Hospital in Germany.

A definitive anthroposophical guide to 
children's health and wellness

A Waldorf Guide to Children's Health includes:
 ▷  First-aid guidance for help in emergencies
 ▷  Treatments to relieve common complaints such as pain, fever, 

vomiting, allergies and asthma
 ▷  Recommendations to deal with common illnesses such as 

chickenpox, glandular fever and ear infections
 ▷  Advice on coping with serious disorders such as meningitis, 

diabetes, chronic illnesses and hospital stays
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Steiner-W
aldorf Birthdays

Through the Rainbow
A Waldorf Birthday Story for Children

RETOLD BY LOU HARVEY-ZAHRA
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SARA PARRILLI

•  A beautiful and unique story to share with a child on their birthday, 
including pages to record personal memories

•  A faithful retelling of the traditional Waldorf birthday story by the 
bestselling author of Happy Child, Happy Home

•  Beautiful and gentle illustrations by popular Waldorf artist and 
teacher Sara Parrilli

This beautiful picture book will soon become part of a family’s traditions, 
read every year to celebrate a child’s special day. Through the Rainbow 
can be personalised, making it unique for each birthday child.

Lou Harvey-Zahra has taught in kindergarten, 
primary, special needs and Steiner-Waldorf 
schools, and is a respected parenting and creative 
discipline coach, leading workshops worldwide. 

Sara Parrilli is an artist and Waldorf teacher 
living in New York State. She completed her 
Waldorf teacher training at the Alkion Center 
and is currently working at the Hawthorne Valley 
Waldorf School.

A beautiful birthday book to share on your child's 
special day, including room for personalisation

You might also enjoy  
Lou Harvey-Zahra's inspirational  
parenting guides
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Lou-Harvey-Zahra/Through+the+Rainbow/9781782505075
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Translated from German: Anna Cardwell  |  195 x 178 mm  |  180 col. illus.  |  128pp  |  978-178250-515-0  |  paperback  |  £9.99  |  16 August 201830
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Anette-Grunditz/Woodworking+with+Children/9781782500391
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Stefanie-Pfister/Spring+and+Summer+Activities+Come+Rain+or+Shine/9781782503750
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Alice-H%26ouml%3Brnecke/Paper+Folding+with+Children/9781782501749
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Thomas-and-Petra-Berger/Gnome+Craft+Book/9780863157219


Frank Egholm is a lecturer, author and former 
woodwork teacher who worked for many years 
at the Rudolf Steiner School in Vordingborg, 
Denmark. Frank also designs and develops his 
own wooden toys and games, and is married 
to the illustrator Lillian Egholm. He is also the 
author of Snitte: The Danish Art of Whittling.
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Over 50 bright, fun and easy-to-learn  
projects for young wood crafters

Easy Wood Carving 
for Children

Fun Whittling Projects for Adventurous Kids

FRANK EGHOLM

•  This on-trend hobby helps parents to share hygge and lagom values 
with their children

•  Teach children a fun and useful new skill with this lively book 
guaranteed to get kids outdoors

•  Includes 180 colour illustrations and over fifty fun projects with 
easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions

Wood carving is an easy-to-learn and fun hobby for adventurous 
children and their parents. This bright and interesting introduction, 
from the author of Snitte: The Danish Art of Whittling, is filled with 
activities suitable for beginners and up. Each project comes with detailed 
instructions, illustrations and diagrams plus inspiring full colour photos.

Includes a section on practical steps to get started, and advice on knife 
safety with children. 

Translated from German: Anna Cardwell  |  195 x 178 mm  |  180 col. illus.  |  128pp  |  978-178250-515-0  |  paperback  |  £9.99  |  16 August 2018
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Creative Crafts for Christmas

978-086315-912-1

paperback  |  £12.99

978-178250-124-4

paperback  |  £12.99

978-086315-827-8

paperback  |  £9.99

978-178250-015-5

paperback  |  £9.99

978-178250-440-5

paperback  |  £12.99

978-178250-207-4

paperback  |  £14.99

978-086315-826-1

paperback  |  £12.99

978-178250-038-4

paperback  |  £12.99

280 x 216 mm  |  530 b/w illustrations  |  185pp  |  978-1943582-90-7  |  paperback  |  £25.00  |  Waldorf Publications  |  03 August 2018  |  NXX
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Christel-Dhom/Advent+Craft+and+Activity+Book/9780863159121
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Viola-Ulke/Making+a+Nativity+Scene/9781782501244
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Thomas-Berger/Christmas+Craft+Book/9780863158278
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Caroline-Wendt/Swedish+Christmas/9781782500155


Aleshanee Aiken was born in San Francisco and grew up in 
California and Hawaii. As a child she attended a Waldorf 
school on Maui. This childhood experience sparked her 
lifelong interest in handwork and knitting with her hands.
She has taught in Waldorf schools in Hawaii, California 
and New Hampshire.
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Discover the joy of finger knitting, with  
step-by-step instructions for needle-free projects

Bare Hand Knitting
Tool-Free Knitting at its Finest

ALESHANEE AIKEN

•  Learn to knit anywhere, without needles!
•  Includes clear step-by-step instructions for a range of hand knitting 

techniques, perfect for children

Many children learn finger knitting in kindergarten, but what about 
later on? This inspiring book demonstrates a range of new hand knitting 
techniques suitable for school-age children.

In our mechanised world of less and less handwork, this is a wonderful 
skill for children to learn and take into adult life. The book includes 
step-by-step instructions for making beautiful clothing, scarves, hats, 
decoration and much more, without ever needing a needle!

280 x 216 mm  |  530 b/w illustrations  |  185pp  |  978-1943582-90-7  |  paperback  |  £25.00  |  Waldorf Publications  |  03 August 2018  |  NXX

You might also enjoy these activities
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Michaelmas
EDITED BY DAVID MITCHELL

•  A rich collection of essays showing why 
Michael and Michaelmas continue to be 
significant for our modern world

•  Includes leading essays from Rudolf Steiner 
and Ita Wegman

•  Beautifully illustrated in colour

David Mitchell was a Waldorf teacher for thirty-
five years. Latterly he was Chair of Publications 
for the Association of Waldorf Schools of North 
America (AWSNA). He died in 2012.

Working Together 
Mentoring for Eurythmy Teachers

LEONORE RUSSELL
•  A concise, practical guide to how schools 

can best support eurythmy teachers
•  A succinct and straightforward guide to an 

essential part of Waldorf education

Leonore Russell has over thirty years’ experience 
in education and eurythmy and works as a 
consultant to Waldorf schools. She lives in 
Garden City, NY.

Entry Points
A Guide to Rudolf Steiner’s  
Study of Man

ELAN LEIBNER  
AND BETTY STALEY (EDS.)

•  A useful and insightful study guide to 
the lectures Rudolf Steiner gave to the 
teachers at the first Waldorf school

•  Includes a summary of each lecture, 
commentary and study questions

Elan Leibner has taught at Waldorf schools 
for over eighteen years, and is now chair of 
the Pedagogical Section Council of North 
America.

colour illus.  |  254 x 178 mm  |  168pp 
978-1936367-72-6  |  paperback  |  £25.00 
Waldorf Publications  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

216 x 140 mm  |  44pp 
978-1943582-22-8  |  paperback  |  £9.99 

Waldorf Publications  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

234 x 156 mm  |  156pp 
978-1943582-19-8  |  paperback  |  £17.99 

Waldorf Publications  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX
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Please, Can We  
Play Games?

Joyful Interactions with Young Children

RUTH KER
•  A wonderful collection of traditional and 

original verses, songs and games to nourish 
children's bodies, souls and spirits

•  Perfect for both home and the classroom

Ruth Ker has been a teacher of early childhood 
education for over thirty years, first in 
mainstream education and then at Sunrise 
Waldorf School in Canada.

A Child’s  
Seasonal Treasury

BETTY JONES
•  A compendium of seasonal songs, crafts 

and recipes for parents and teachers
•  Revised and expanded edition

Betty Jones pioneered Waldorf kindergartens 
in California, Hawaii and New Zealand, and 
later became a Resource Specialist for Spanish-
speaking learning disabled students in the 
California State Public Schools.

Steiner-W
aldorf Education
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Topics in 
Mathematics 

For the Ninth Grade

EDITED BY ROBERT NEUMANN
•  Covers all maths lessons blocks for Class 9 

(age 14-15) in Waldorf schools
•  Offers a theoretical perspective as well as 

hands-on exercises and teaching tips
•  By experienced Waldorf maths teachers

Robert Neumann was born in Berlin in 1970. 
He has taught in Waldorf schools in Germany 
for thirty-five years, including teacher training.

244 x 170 mm  |  224pp 
978-3939374-30-5  |  paperback  |  £20.00 
Waldorf Publications  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

b/w illus.  |  216 x 190 mm  |  135pp 
978-1936849-44-4  |  paperback  |  £20.00 

WECAN  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

Age 3-6  |  col. illus.  |  280 x 216 mm  |  140pp 
978-1936849-46-8  |  paperback  |  £30.00 

WECAN  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX
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978-178250-410-8

paperback  |  £16.99

978-178250-481-8

paperback  |  £9.99

978-178250-428-3

paperback  |  £20.00

978-178250-479-9

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-444-3

paperback  |  £6.99

978-178250-445-0

paperback  |  £20.00

978-178250-474-0

paperback  |  £9.99

978-178250-427-6

paperback  |  £12.99

Recent and Bestselling Non-fiction
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Welcome to the non-fiction section of our catalogue. 

Here, you will find our new edition of the annual Stargazers' Almanac 
for 2019 (p.41), as well as our new Maria Thun Biodynamic Calendars 
(p.43). Learn to harness the rhythms of the moon in a practical way with 
our new lunar calendar for gardeners (p.45).

This season, look out for Bastiaan Baan's fascinating exploration of 
Sources of Religious Worship (p.47), plus Frans Lutters' commentary and 
meditation on The Twelve Holy Nights (p.46). 

Also in this section, discover how to harness your body's innate ability 
for self-healing (p.39).

What's New  
in Non-fiction Books?

p.46 p.47

p.41

p.39 p.45
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978-086315-609-0

paperback  |  £8.99

978-178250-427-6

paperback  |  £12.99

978-178250-410-8

paperback  |  £16.99

978-178250-057-5

paperback  |  £14.99
978-178250-373-6

paperback  |  £14.99

978-178250-119-0

paperback  |  £9.99

978-158420-024-6

paperback  |  £20.00 From German: Matthew Barton  |  216 x 160 mm  |  colour illus.  |  232pp  |  978-178250-533-4  |  paperback  |  £12.99  |  18 October 2018
978-178250-000-1

paperback  |  £20.00

Holistic Health Bestsellers
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Josef Ulrich is an anthroposophical therapist at the 
Öschelbronn Clinic in Germany with many years’ 
experience of working with people through illness, in 
particular those with a cancer diagnosis.

A practical guide to utilising our bodies'  
innate spiritual creativity for active healing

Unlocking Your  
Self-Healing Potential

A Journey Back to Health Through Creativity,  
Authenticity, and Self-Determination

JOSEF ULRICH

•  Offers practical guidance on harnessing our bodies' innate  
self-healing abilities

•  Filled with inspiring case studies, exercises, observations and  
checklists

•  Written by an experienced anthroposophical therapist

In this unique book, experienced alternative therapist Josef Ulrich argues 
that drawing on our innate spiritual creativity, authenticity and self-will 
can lead to active healing, where the patient is a vital contributor to 
their own recovery.

With plenty of case studies, exercises, observations and checklists, this  
practical book sets out to empower us to boost our immune system and, 
in partnership with conventional treatments, give us the best chance 
of healing.

From German: Matthew Barton  |  216 x 160 mm  |  colour illus.  |  232pp  |  978-178250-533-4  |  paperback  |  £12.99  |  18 October 2018
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Amateur astronomers may also enjoy:

‘A very good, very useful almanac.' 
— SIR PATRICK MOORE

‘Practical, nice to look at and suitable for all 
levels of skywatcher.'
— POPULAR ASTRONOMY

‘A very worthwhile publication.’
— THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE

‘A really valuable asset to the amateur 
astronomer and a good gift for anyone with 
even the slightest interest in the stars.’
— POPULARSCIENCE.CO.UK
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Stargazers’ Almanac 
2019

A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON

•  Perfect for children and beginners
•  Explore the night skies with this beautifully illustrated monthly 

guide to the stars and planets
•  Has a loop and eyelet for easy wall hanging, and is presented in a 

sturdy cardboard gift envelope 

Stargazers' Almanac 2019 is designed specifically for naked-eye 
astronomy – no telescope required! – making it ideal for beginners, 
children and backyard astronomers. It is a perennially popular Christmas 
gift – and one which lasts the whole year round.

Each monthly chart features two views of the night sky, looking north and 
south, and a visual guide to the phases of the moon and the movements 
of the planets. The notes include fascinating insights into the science, 
history, folklore and myths of the stars and planets.

This year's feature article looks at Einstein, Eddington and the historic 
solar eclipse of 1919.
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A beautiful illustrated monthly guide to 
exploring the stars and planets  

without a telescope

Bob Mizon MBE, is co-ordinator of the Campaign 
for Dark Skies. He was elected a Fellow of the 
Royal Astronomical Society in 1985. Since 1996, 
he has provided a full-time mobile planetarium 
service to south central England, and has taken 
the experience of the night sky to nearly 80,000 
people, mostly schoolchildren.

306 x 426 mm  |  32pp  |  978-178250-495-5  |  large-format paperback with gift envelope  |  £14.99  |  17 May 2018

Makes 
a great 

gift!
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When Wine 
Tastes Best 2019

A Biodynamic Calendar for Wine Drinkers

MATTHIAS THUN

•  For every wine buff customer, help them to discover the best days to 
uncork their favourite bottle 

•  Consulted by wine experts and leading retailers
•  Based on the belief, widely held by wine experts, that the moon can 

affect how wine tastes

148 x 105 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  48 pp  |  978-178250-532-7  |  paperback  |  £3.99  |  20 September 2018

Discover the best days to uncork 
your favourite bottle

Translated from German  |  234 x 156 mm  |  64 pp  |  paperback (with pull-out wallchart)  |  20 September 2018

978-178250-530-3   |   ISSN: 2052—5761  |  £7.99

get the best from your
 b

ot
tle

‘This is a great little introduction and handy 
reference — a perfect stocking filler.’ 
— DAVID WEALE, Buon Vino

‘A root day won't make a good wine taste bad, 
but on a fruit day the wine is almost leaping out 
the bottle and singing ta-dah!’
— DAVID MOTION, The Winery, London

Also 
available 

as an  
app
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43Translated from German  |  234 x 156 mm  |  64 pp  |  paperback (with pull-out wallchart)  |  20 September 2018

978-178250-530-3   |   ISSN: 2052—5761  |  £7.99

The Maria Thun 
Biodynamic 
Calendar 2019

MATTHIAS THUN

•  The original, and still the best, biodynamic calendar, now celebrating 
its 57th anniversary with a new look

•  All the information at a glance in a handy pull-out wall chart, 
including key information on planting and harvesting times

•  Biodynamics is a holistic, ecological and ethical approach to farming 
and gardening

Also available: 
The North American Maria Thun Biodynamic Almanac 2019, adapted for 
North American (Eastern Standard Time) dates and times. 

978-178250-531-0  |  ISSN: 2052—577X  |  $13.95

Matthias Thun is the son of Maria Thun, the 
biodynamic pioneer who died in 2012. On 
their farm in Germany, Matthias is continuing 
Maria's research into the effects of biodynamic 
agricultural methods.

NEW 
LOOK!

2019

‘The original of its kind and essential for all 
organic gardeners’.
— THE BOOKSELLER
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‘A very useful guide for the gardener which 
introduces the whole subject in a very clear 
and accessible way.’ 
– NEW VIEW

‘A lovely well-presented almanac with ample 
space for one’s own observations.’ 
– STAR AND FURROW

‘A useful almanac for any serious gardener.’
— CYGNUS

Translated from French: Mado Spiegler  |  216 x 160 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  120 pp  | 978-178250-518-1  |  paperback  |  £8.99  |  16 August 2018

2019

Key Features:
•   Detailed introduction on how to 

plant with the moon
•  Tips for garden design and 

companion planting
•  2019 calendar with space for your 

own notes and observations
•  2019 weather journal
•  Annual table of crops
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The Moon Gardener’s 
Almanac 2019

A Lunar Calendar to Help You  
Get the Best from Your Garden

EDITED BY THÉRÈSE TRÉDOULAT

•  A practical and essential month-by-month guide that brings ancient 
wisdom to modern gardens

•  Fascinating introduction to using the moon’s rhythms in gardening 
work — no midnight planting required!

•  Fully illustrated with easy-to-follow diagrams and space for notes — 
a perfect gift for experienced gardeners and allotment enthusiasts 
alike

Every gardener knows there’s no magic spell for a thriving garden, but 
did you know that by planting in harmony with lunar rhythms you could 
grow better-tasting and more plentiful veggies, and stronger, healthier 
plants and flowers? And it doesn’t involve sowing seeds by the light of 
the full moon! 

The Moon Gardener’s Almanac is a practical guide to harnessing the 
moon’s positive influence over plants and flowers as part of your normal 
gardening work.

A no-nonsense guide to using the moon's 
rhythms to get the best from your garden

Thérèse Trédoulat has written several books on 
gardening and horticulture. She updates The 
Moon Gardener’s Almanac annually, continuing 
the work of French lunar gardening specialist 
Céleste.
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The Twelve  
Holy Nights

Meditations on the Dream Song of Olaf Åsteson

FRANS LUTTERS

•  An exploration of the twelve days of Christmas from a spiritual and 
meditative point of view

•  Draws on ancient Norwegian folklore and seeks to demonstrate 
how to find spiritual calm and renewal as the New Year begins

•  Written by an experienced Waldorf teacher with over thirty 
years' experience

An exploration, commentary and meditation on the twelve sacred 
nights between Christmas and Epiphany, drawing on the ancient 
Norwegian folksong The Dream Song of Olaf Åsteson. 

Translated from Dutch: Philip Mees  |  198 x 130 mm  |  12 b/w illustrations  |  64pp  |  978-178250-528-0  |  paperback  |  £7.99  |  20 September 2018

An inspiring book to encourage you to  
start the new year with revitalised 
consciousness and enthusiasm

Frans Lutters has been a Waldorf teacher in the 
Netherlands for over thirty years. He is the author 
of Who Is Harry Potter?, The Grail Mystery and 
the Seven Liberal Arts, and An Exploration into 
the Destiny of the Waldorf School Movement.

Translated from Dutch: Philip Mees  |  234 x 156 mm  |  288pp  |  978-178250-513-6  |  paperback  |  £14.99  |  19 July 2018

Discover the original  
Norwegian folksong
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Sources of  
Religious Worship

A History of Ritual  
from the Stone Age  
to the Present Day

BASTIAAN BAAN

•  The latest fascinating book from prolific author, priest and lecturer 
Bastiaan Baan 

•  Reveals the ancient roots and origins of Christian worship and ritual
•  Explores the evolution of human religion from a tri-fold perspective, 

simultaneously historical, theological and humanistic

Bastiaan Baan worked as a teacher in the 
Netherlands before being ordained in 1981. 
He was a Christian Community priest in the 
Netherlands and is currently director of the 
priests’ seminary in Spring Valley, NY. He lectures 
widely, and has written many books including 
Lord of the Elements, Old and New Mysteries,  
Sources of Christianity and Ways into Christian 
Meditation (all Floris Books).

A fascinating exploration into the  
history of Christian worship and ritual

Also by Bastiaan Baan
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Centering Prayer  
and Rebirth in Christ  
on the Tree of Life

The Process of Inner Transformation

KESS FREY

•   This unique book offers a detailed and revealing look into 
the hidden workings of the Holy Spirit in the human soul’s 
inner depths 

•   Read slowly and thoughtfully, this book elevates the 
mind, offering what is, for most of us, a new vision of our 
evolving life in Christ, and Christ in us

229 x 152 mm  |  212pp  |  978-1938685-04-0  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  Portal Books  |  3 August 2018  |  NXXThe One Who Loves Us

Centering Prayer and Evolving Consciousness

KESS FREY

•   An exploration of how Centering Prayer can be effective at 
all stages of evolving consciousness 

•   Seeks to bring harmony and understanding to people at 
different levels and in different religious and spiritual 
traditions

229 x 152 mm  |  200pp  |  978-1938685-11-8  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  Portal Books  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

Kess Frey was born in 1945 and grew up in California. He met 
Thomas Keating in 1989 and has been involved with the Centering 
Prayer movement ever since. He lives in Anchorage, Alaska, where 
he offers introductory Centering Prayer workshops, facilitates 
prayer groups and retreats, and is active in prison ministry.
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Bridge Across  
Troubled Waters

Centering Prayer and the Theological Divide

KESS FREY
FOREWORD BY THOMAS KEATING

•   An insightful discussion of the practice of Centering Prayer, 
a type of Christian meditation

•   Aims to build a healing bridge of mutual respect and 
understanding between practitioners and critics

•   For anyone interested in finding out more about this 
dynamic way of having a relationship with God

229 x 152 mm  |  222pp  |  978-1584209-56-0  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  Lindisfarne Books  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX Human Ground, 

Spiritual Ground
Paradise Lost and Found

KESS FREY

•   Inspired by Thomas Keating's conceptual background for 
Centering Prayer 

•   Describes the primary obstacles to human spiritual growth, 
and addresses how these can be overcome through the 
practice of Centering Prayer

229 x 152 mm  |  184pp  |  978-0983198-45-1  |  paperback 
£14.99  |  Portal Books  |  2 March 2018  |  NXX

Thomas Keating is a founding member and the spiritual guide 
of Contemplative Outreach. He is one of the principal architects 
and teachers of the Christian contemplative prayer movement.
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Pythagoras  
the Master

Philolaus, Presocratic Follower

CAROL DUNN
•  Offers readers a firm basis to re-examine 

the importance of Pythagoras' work
•  A well-researched and accessible study
•  Aims to clarify the long-forgotten and 

often misunderstood legacy of Pythagoras

Plato's Dialogues
Path to Initiation

CAROL DUNN
•  Demonstrates how the dialogues embody 

both a rational philosophy and a system of 
spiritual and religious principles

•  For anyone who wishes to penetrate an 
ancient, though largely overlooked, path to 
initiation

Carol Dunn was born in England and moved 
to the US in her twenties. She obtained a BA 
in Philosophy and Art History and an MA in 
Philosophy from City University of New York.

284 x 215 mm  |  100 colour photographs  |  300pp  |  978-1940184-46-3  |  hardback  |  £40.00  |  Vegan Publishers  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

Journal for  
Star Wisdom 2019

EDITED BY  
ROBERT POWELL

•  Includes articles of interest concerning star 
wisdom (also known as astrosophy) 

•  Includes monthly commentaries, giving 
readers the chance to directly experience 
the stellar configurations of the year

Robert Powell is a eurythmist and movement 
therapist. He is the author of numerous books 
and articles and a co-founder of the Sophia 
Foundation of North America.

229 x 152 mm  |  320pp 
978-0983198-46-8  |  paperback  |  £17.99 

Portal Books  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

229 x 152 mm  |  154pp  
978-158420-948-5  |  paperback  | £12.99 
Lindisfarne Books  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

280 x 210 mm  |  b/w illus  |  224pp 
978-158420-934-8  |  paperback  |  £20.00 
Lindisfarne Books  |  26 Nov 2018  |  NXX
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51284 x 215 mm  |  100 colour photographs  |  300pp  |  978-1940184-46-3  |  hardback  |  £40.00  |  Vegan Publishers  |  3 August 2018  |  NXX

Fashion Animals
JOSHUA KATCHER

•  An important exploration of animal exploitation in the fashion industry
•  Examines an array of historical fashion images to argue the 

industry's global impact on animals and the environment
•  Thoroughly researched and beautifully illustrated

Drawing on a fascinating array of historical fashion images, the author 
argues that there is a hidden history of global impact on animals and the 
environment by the fashion world, from extinction to large-scale industrial 
confinement and killing. The book also helps us to understand why we are 
so drawn to animal materials in fashion and what can be done to bring 
about change such as emerging innovations that could replace the use of  
animals altogether in our clothing.

Joshua Katcher is a fashion designer, activist, 
author and educator who has taught at Parsons 
The New School and LIM College, and has 
lectured internationally on sustainable and 
ethical fashion. Katcher started the first men’s 
ethical lifestyle website, The Discerning Brute, 
in 2008, then launched the first vegan, ethically 
made menswear fashion brand, Brave GentleMan 
in 2010.

A fascinating and insightful look at the history of 
animals and the fashion industry

More from Vegan Publishers
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'See Inside' feature
View sample chapters from our 
new and bestselling books to 

preview before you buy

Visit discoverkelpies.co.uk to find out more about our 
Kelpies range of Scottish books for children everywhere.
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You can find us at Floris Books on

Visit us online at 
www.florisbooks.co.uk 

Get a FREE book with every order when you 
subscribe to our mailing list. 

Trade Customers

Download our full order form from the Trade section of our website

Visit kelpiesedge.co.uk for the latest news 
on our teen and YA titles.

Interested in our Scottish children's books?
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OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS
Please note that each of our 
distributors carries a different 
selection of our books. Please  
contact them directly to enquire 
about availability of specific books.

USA
For Waldorf and anthroposophical 
accounts:

STEINER BOOKS
PO Box 960
Herndon, VA 20172-0960
Tel: 1-703-661-1594
service@steinerbooks.org
www.steinerbooks.org

For wholesale and  
trade accounts:

CONSORTIUM BOOK SALES  
AND DISTRIBUTION
The Keg House
Suite 101
34 13th Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1007
Tel: 612 746 2600
cbsdinfo@ingramcontent.com
www.cbsd.com

Australia & New Zealand
FOOTPRINT BOOKS
4/8 Jubilee Avenue 
Warriewood NSW 2102
Tel: 02-9997 3973 
info@footprint.com.au
www.footprint.com.au

South Africa
RUDOLF STEINER PUBLICATIONS 
SA
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road
Plumstead
7800 Cape Town
Tel: 021 761 9600
steinerp@netactive.co.za

Canada
PUBLISHERS GROUP CANADA
300-76 Stafford Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6J 2SI
Tel: 416-934-9900
info@pgcbooks.ca
www.pgcbooks.ca

L’ÉTOILÉE (previously Mandragore)
265 4e Rang Ouest
Kingsey Falls, QC J0A 1BO
Tel: 1-819-358-5834
info@letoilee.com
www.letoilee.com

NEST EUROPEAN TOYS & HOME
247 Mackay Street 
Ottawa, ON K1M 2B6
Tel: 1-613-241-7333
info@nest.ca
www.nest.ca

TRI-FOLD BOOKS
P.O. Box 534
King City
Ontario L7B 1A7 
Tel: 1-905-727-1117
Cell: 1-905-726-0142 
info@trifoldbooks.com

UK AND IRELAND 
BOOKSHOPS
The following bookshops in the UK and 
Ireland stock many Floris books:

AL FINE
26 Hartfield Rd
Forest Row RH18 5DY
Tel: 01342-824422

CAMPHILL BOOKSHOP
199 North Deeside Rd
Bieldside, Aberdeen AB15 9EN
Tel: 01224-867611

ELMFIELD BOOKSHOP
Love Lane, Stourbridge
West Midlands DY8 2EA
Tel: 01384-394633
giftshop@elmfield.com

GLENCRAIG BOOKSHOP
Camphill Community Glencraig
Craigavad, Holywood BT18 0DB
Tel: 028-9042-3396/5170

THE LANTERN BOOKSHOP
Community Centre, Folly Farm Lane
Ashly, Ringwood BH24 2NN
Tel: 01425-473159

THE MULBERRY BUSH
77 Morningside Rd
Edinburgh EH10 4AY
Tel: 0131-447 5145

MYRIAD NATURAL TOYS 
& CRAFTS (Mail-order)
The Old Stables, Nine Yews
nr Cranborne, Dorset
BH21 5PW
Tel: 01725-517085
www.myriadonline.co.uk

SALAGO
51 High Street
Totnes, Devon TQ9 5NP
Tel: 01803-865721
sales@salago.co.uk
www.salago.co.u

SALAMANDER
York Steiner School, Danesmead
Fulford, York YO10 4PB
Tel: 01904-654983

AN SIOPA BEAG
(SHOP AND MAIL-ORDER)
Main Street, Killaloe
Co. Clare, Ireland
Tel: +353-61-375 770
info@ansiopabeag.com
www.ansiopabeag.com

RUDOLF STEINER BOOKSHOP
35 Park Rd
London NW1 6XT
Tel: 020-7724-7699
RSH-bookshop@anth.org.uk

TALES FOR TADPOLES
47 Drury Street
Dublin, Ireland
Tel: +353-01-679 2155
info@talesfortadpoles.ie
www.talesfortadpoles.ie

AN TEARMANN
Main St, Kilcullen
Co Kildare, Ireland
Tel: +353-45-481597
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